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Simulation modeling has been applied to virtually every aspect of

environmental decision making. Applications have been documented in the

areas of pollutant transport, effects, and control (e.g., Martin et al.

1976, Err.ar:-j2! et al. 1978, McLaughlin et al. 1978); timber resource manage-

ment (e.g.; Bchuler and Meadows 1975, Solomon 1S77); water resource planning

(e.g., Haires et al.. 1975); rangeland management (e.g., Innis 1978); and a

host of others. Several recent reviews provide a guide to environmental

modeling activities in general and highlight those oriented toward decision

making (Parker and Roop 1974, O'Neill et'al. 1977). An additional example

which illustrates many of the uses of environmental models in decision

making is the analysis of the consequences of transferring carbon dioxide

to the atmosphere by combustion of fossil fuels (Baes et al. 1976, Woodweli

1978). A:concept which is clearly illustrated by progress in the assessment

cf the COg/climate issue is that the nature of mathematical models used in

decision making and policy assessment changes as various stages of the analysis

are reached.

'. Frequently, when an environmental issue requiring quantitative analysis

surfaces, the development of a model synthesizing all aspects of the problem,

and applicable at each stage of the decision process is proposed. A more

desirable alternative is to generate models specifically designed to meet

the requirements of each level in decision making and which can be adapted

in response to the changing status of the environmental issue. Various

models of the global carbon cycle constructed to predict levels of COp in

the atmosphere as a result of man's activities will be described to illus-

trate this point.
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Measurements of the concentration of CCL in the atmosphere have been

collected at Kauna Loa Observatory, Hawaii since 1958 (Keeling et al. 1976).

Monthly average values of these data are shown in Fig. 1. Measurements of

CO, at this station are thought to reflect global conditions at least with

respect to the secular trend, A simple model for predicting future levels

of C0? is provided by fitting an exponential function to the trend in this time

series and extrapolating to the future. Such an analysis assumes that what has

happened over the period of the record will continue over the interval of

extrapolation. The calculation indicates that by the year 2030, the concentration

of C0? will have doubled over estimatss of the pre-industrial level (Rust and

Kirk 1978). This analysis alone is sufficient to motivate a careful study of

the global carbon cycle to verify or reject the extrapolation. Empirical models

of this character are often the best for interaction with decision makers attempt-

ing to establish priorities for national concern. They do not provide an

analytical tool for establishing the components of the system toward which detailed

policy might be directed nor is it testable in a way which gives confidence in

the predictions. -•:-.--.. • :

The role of major components in total system dynamics can be elucidated

by analysis of mathematically straightforward models which detail the struc-

ture of the system. Compartment models of the global cycle in which all

fluxes of carbon between compartments are assumed to be linearly proportional

to the level in the donor compartment have been developed by several investi-

gators (e.g., Gowdy et al. 1975, Oorgensen and Mejer 1976). Sensitivity

analyses of the model response to the parameters identifies aspects of the

carbon cycle requiring careful attention. In particular, the relative impor-

tance of the terrestrial biota and the oceans as potential sinks for atmos-

pheric carbon can be studied. Although the structural definition provided



by these linear models yields insight about the relationship between system

components, the functional dependency of various fluxes is not represented

with sufficient detail that the models satisfy validity tests.

To provide decision makers v/iLh reliable models for prediction, reasonable

tests for model validity must be devised and the models modified until each

test is satisfied. Required modifications are frequently suggested by the

sensitivity analysis of initial models. In many environmental modeling acti-

vities, data are limited. This is certainly the case in the global carbon

cycle assessment. In many such cases, models must be designed to explicitly

include variables to be compared against data for validation which mig'it not

otherwise be considered. In modeling the global carbon cycle, the less

common isotopes of carbon, C and C, are each analvzea for this reason.

Measurements of the specific activity of C in the atmosphere following the

test ban treaty form one of the few data sets for testing carbon cycle models.

By representing two fluxes in the carbon cycle with nonlinear relationships,

a model is derived which satisfies most validation criteria. The flux of

carbon from the surface layer of the ocean to the atmosphere is calculated

from basic chemical equilibrium equations (Bacastow and Keeling 1973). The

flux from the atmosphere to the terrestrial biota due to net primary produc-

tivity is allowed to increase as a nonlinear function of atmospheric C02. The

resulting model can be successfully validated against data and has been

applied in a number of assessments of the CCL/climate issue (e.g., Geophysics

Study Committee 1977). Several carbon cycle models have also included a more

detailed representation of the circulation of carbon in the deep ocean (e.g.,

Siegenthaler and Oeschger 1978, Bjorkstrom 1979). These detailed representa-

tions of the deep ocean allow explicit consideration of the age distribution

of C in the ocean, another important data set for calibration or validation.
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Completion of a model which can be validated against available data

provides a tool which the analyst can use to interact with decision makers

in a quantitative way. One view of this interaction is provided.by the

multiple objective optimisation framework (Cohon and Marks 1975). This

planning concept, shown schematically in Fig. 2, is based on the principle

that decision makers are required to develop a plan which is a compromise

between optimizing a set of competing objective functions. Although many

analytical techniques have been applied to this process, each tends to

make use of trade-off rate functions supplied to the decision maker who

in one way or another establishes priorities among the planning criteria.

Simulation models of the nature described above may play an important role

here. Through repeated simulation experiments, the trade-off rates between

criteria can be. established as a function of decision variables. For

example, the carbon cycle simulation model might be exercised for various

scenarios of fossil fuei combustion to establish the trade-off between

maintaining a low concentration of COp in the atmosphere and maximizing

the use of fossil energy over ether alternatives. A more subtle example

is examination of the forest clearing, CCL trade-off.

In addition to the uses of simulation models described to this point,

they provide a powerful means of examining the significance of factors or

processes which surface unexpectedly during the progress of an environ-

mental issue. The ability to quickly integrate an emerging concept into

a simulation model and evaluate the required changes to existing views

and policy is unique. Early concepts of the global carbon cycle did not attach

significance to the flux of C02 to the atmosphere from forest clearing.

Once identified as a potential major source of C02 to the atmosphere,

existing models v/ere readily modified to explicitly represent this flow

of carbon (e.g., Chan et al. 1979). Numerous simulation experiments have
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highlighted the importance of this potential flux with respect to that

from fossil fuel combustion.

Simulation models used to develop mitigation strategies generally must

be more complex than those developed to establish the possibility of environ-

mental impact or to assist decision makers in analyzing trade-offs among

competing objectives. Efforts to reduce the environmental consequences of

man's activities in many cases require modification or management of natural

systems. It has been suggested that by properly managing the world's forests,

they might serve as a sink for reducing atmospheric CCL (Revelle and Munk

1977). The test of the applicability of this strategy awaits the development

of a simulation model with sufficient detail in representing carbon cycling through

the terrestrial biota.

In summary, the progression of models developed to analyze the global

carbon cycle in resolving the CCL/climate issue indicates the changing charac-

ter of models depending on the immediate role they play in environmental

decision making. The dominant and successful role served by models in the

carbon cycle problem points to the desirability of this flexible approach.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1. Monthly Average values of the concentration of CO2 in the atmosphere

at j'launa Loa Observatory, Hawaii.

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of a multiobjective framework for decision making
in the carbon dioxide/climate issue.
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